
Modernizing Emergency 911 
Response and First Responders 
with Wejo RTTITM

Customer Story



RoadMedic® partners with world-
leading Automakers and their Telematics 
Service Providers (TSPs) to transmit life-
saving insights to 9-1-1 Dispatchers and 
First Responders en route to roadside 
emergencies.   

Roadside assistance and 9-1-1 networks 
throughout the US are siloed. Meaning, 
their information is stored inside hundreds 
of separate systems and each managed 
by multiple vendors. This unconnected 
ecosystem can lead to slow response times 
and a lack of clarity on information about
a given road event.

RoadMedic seeks to overcome these 
challenges by building a seamless 
connection for agencies and automakers to 
unify that patchwork of systems. Their goal 
is to create an interconnected network that 
quickly transmits real-time information to 
first responders.  
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When an accident happens and 
roadside assistance is needed, getting 
information from the scene to first 
responders is often highly manual. 
While broad information can sometimes 
be gleaned through mobile phone data, 
insights about what is going on at the 
scene are typically given verbally by 
phone to an operator or dispatcher from 
someone who is there.

RoadMedic wanted to provide its agency 
and dealership customers with a faster 
and more unified way to get accurate, 
useful information from distressed drivers 
to first responders. The information they 
want to provide varies from details of the 
situation itself to real-time traffic patterns 
in the area. With the right data, roadside 
assistance providers and 9-1-1 operators 
could be better prepared to direct first 
responders on how to get to the scene 
fastest and what they likely need to do 
once on-site.  

The Challenge
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Solution 

RoadMedic tapped Wejo to bring smart 
mobility into the equation. Wejo’s 
Real-Time Traffic Intelligence (Wejo 
RTTITM) provides an up-to-the-minute, 
holistic view of traffic conditions and 
safety incidents on road networks using 
intelligent, aggregated data from 
millions of connected vehicles.

RTTI can help RoadMedic customers 
by infusing the process with rich and 
granular insights – from what was 
happening on the roads before an event 
and the kind of vehicles involved, to the 
quickest routes for first responders to take 
to get to the scene.

This allows 9-1-1 operators and roadside 
assistance providers to more confidently 
determine what is going on and inform 
the response accordingly.

As an example, Wejo RTTITM could show 
a truck was involved in a high-speed 
crash due to bad weather, suggesting 
jaws of life are needed at the scene, but 
conditions could be dangerous. 

Along with that, if there is more than 
one vehicle involved, Wejo RTTITM could 
inform how many tow trucks might be 
necessary to send and direct them on 
which route to take to get there fastest. 
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Connected cars are proliferating 

throughout the US and with that comes an 

explosive new data source that is poised 

to really change how we respond to 

accidents and deliver roadside assistance. 

We see Wejo RTTITM as a crucial offering 

for our customer base and believe it will 

be foundational to unifying the disparate 

roadside assistance and 9-1-1 networks, 

cutting down the time it takes first 

responders to arrive on scene.” 

Wejo RTTITM gives users an accurate 
and reliable picture of what is 
happening on the roads at any 
given time – impacting efficiency, 
effectiveness, and customer experience. 
By using Wejo RTTITM, RoadMedic 
customers can ensure the correct first 
responders arrive on the scene promptly 
by avoiding areas of congestion. And 
that’s not where the data’s value ends.  

As Wejo RTTITM and other connected 
vehicle data (CVD) sources further 
integrate with 9-1-1 and roadside 
assistance systems, automatic crash 
detection can be enabled, allowing 
information about an incident to be 
sent to first responders at the moment of 
impact. This kind of real-time information 
sharing will mean faster response 
times and, ultimately, lives saved.  
performance metrics based on real-time 
insights generated directly from cars.   

Results

Lawrence E. Williams
CEO of Roadside Telematics Corp.
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info@wejo.com

LinkedIn  |  Twitter  |  Instagram  |  YouTube

https://www.linkedin.com/company/wejo/
https://twitter.com/wejoHQ
https://www.instagram.com/accounts/login/?next=/wejohq/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCdxYybUwl_i7WQ4OoukXINg
https://www.wejo.com/

